
Pretty Snappy We've all had those grooming emergencies, when an unplanned date, 
interview or meeting arises and we need a manicure, facial, root touch-up or waxing—pronto. Twenty-four-year-old 
entrepreneur and socialite Hannah Bronfman, daughter of Edgar Bronfman and actress Sherry Brewer, has come to the 
rescue with the new mobile app Beautified. To create the app, Bronfman got the city's most respected salons and 
spas—including Bergdorf's John Barrett, Tracie Martyn in the Flatiron District and Ion Studio in Soho—to post their 
available last-minute, same-day appointments, so you can then book a slot using your smartphone. Consider it 
OpenTable for the aesthetic crowd. To request an invite, visit getbeautified.com. —Beth Landman

Fragrance company Bond 
No. 9 has long used New
York as its muse, mining 
Bryant Park, Washington 

Square and the High Line as 
inspiration for its fragrances. 
The company's latest scent,

Central Park South, 
debuting on April 15, is a

nod to the legendary 
boulevard flanked by The 

Plaza Hotel to the east and 
the Time Warner Center to 
the west. The elegant scent 

opens with base notes of 
sandalwood and cedar bark

(which are both grown in 
Central Park's meadows), 
followed by jasmine, lily of 
the valley heart notes, and 
vibrant grapefruit flower top
notes as a finish. It's also

offered in a special 
Swarovski-encrusted bottle 
($390), in case your bureau 
needs a bit of dazzle. 100 ml 
bottle, $260, at Bond No. 9,

bondno9.com and Saks
Fifth Avenue, 

saksfifthavenue.com —BL

Scentral Park South
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Hustle and Blow
You'd think starring in a hit reality show, design-
ing an eponymous fashion line and styling award 
show looks for the likes of  Jennifer Lawrence and 
Kate Hudson would be enough for Rachel Zoe. 
But not so for the style maven and mother. She 
recently teamed up with marketing expert Robin 
Moraetes to open DreamDry, a 2,600-square-foot 
salon in the Flatiron District that offers red-car-
pet-worthy blowouts for women who are literally 
on the go (salon hours range from 6:30Am to 
10PM, and a second location will open this 
summer on 57th Street). "Your hair is as essential 
as your shoes when completing youroverall look," 

says Zoe. "Whether it's a polished topknot for 
the boardroom or sexy beach waves for the 
bar, glamorously styled hair is an accessory all 
its own." Similar to its blowbar competitors, 
hairstyles cost $40 each; however, instead of  
trend-focused looks, DreamDry's styles draw 
inspiration from Hollywood's most glam gals: 
soft, loose waves for the "Farrah," volume 
and sexpot locks for the "Brigitte" and a 
sophisticated updo for the "Audrey." The 
salon also offers a loyalty program where 
clients can earn points for complimentary 
blowouts and products. Now, that's major. 
35 W 21st St., 212.886.5194, dreamdry.com

Crown Achievements What you'll encounter at the practice of  Lana Rozenberg, D.D.S., is a world 
away from the ear-piercing drilling and medicinal smells emanating from your typical dental office. One of  the 
city's first "dental day spas," Rozenberg's chic 63rd Street townhouse has subdued lighting, a fireplace, aroma-
therapy candles and hygienists ready to deliver warm neck wraps and hand massages during cleanings. Rozen-
berg's office is also as high-tech as it is nurturing: Bleaching is performed with the Zoom! 4, designed to be 
kinder to sensitive teeth; cavities are detected early with lasers instead of  radiation-fueled X-rays; dental impres-
sions are made digitally, with no goop-filled trays to gag on; and minimal prep veneers keep teeth looking natural 
instead of  over-shaved. 8A E. 63rd St., 212.265.7724, rozenbergdds.com —BL
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